The “Do’s and Don’ts” of Election Season
DO:
As an individual: Act as an individual and participate in campaigns outside of work hours, or during leave time.
• Make it clear that you are speaking for yourself and not for the organization when participating in partisan
activities
• Show support for candidates on social media
• Volunteer for your candidate’s campaign
As an organization: Include disclaimers that the organization cannot and does not endorse candidates. Make
staff aware of policies against using organizational resources for campaign participation. Maintain a purely
educational role in the election process, as means to encourage civic participation.
• Advocate for the organization’s issues during an election year – including praising or criticizing an incumbent
for specific actions related to your priorities.
• Educate all candidates on public interest issues within the scope of the organization
• Sponsor/host candidate debates or separately invite all serious candidates to events of similar magnitude
• Conduct nonpartisan get-out-the-vote and voter registration drives
• Work to get its positions included on all of the parties’ platforms

DON’T:
As an individual: Associate oneself with the organization when engaging in political campaigns.
• Use the organization’s resources, such as, facilities, equipment, personnel, letterhead, photocopiers and
telephones, distribution lists, mailing permits, and email accounts
• Use compensated staff time to promote or oppose candidates
• Wear political button or other item/clothing during charity-sponsored event or to work
As an organization: Engage in activity that supports or opposes the election of any candidate or attempts to
tell people how to vote or for whom to vote.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report supporters’ personal campaign activities in the charity’s newsletter
Make campaign contributions (monetary or in-kind) or expenditures on behalf of candidates
Highlight the differences between candidates on a high-profile issue
Restrict rental of mailing lists and facilities to certain candidates
Advocate an issue that does not have a clear non-electoral purpose
Attack sitting officials’ personal characteristics or status as a candidate

Praising and Criticizing Incumbents
How 501(c)(3)s Can Hold Elected Officials Accountable for Official Actions
Public charities play an important role in educating the public about policy issues and actions taken by their elected
officials. Elected officials vote on bills, make public statements and executive decisions, or take other actions as
part of their official duties. These actions may be consistent with or conflict with a nonprofit’s position on an
issue. As part of an advocacy campaign, a nonprofit may want to publicize its views by criticizing or praising an
elected public official for her actions in paid advertising in newspapers, on the radio, or online, as well as
billboards, mailers and other materials that praise or criticize the policy positions or votes of elected officials.

Praising or Criticizing Official Actions or Votes of Incumbents
501(c)(3) public charities can criticize or praise the votes or official actions of incumbent legislators or executive
branch officials. However, in the months preceding an election, the IRS may view positive or negative
comments about an incumbent who is also a candidate as “intervention” in the campaign. The IRS will apply
a “facts and circumstances” analysis to determine whether a nonprofit’s public communication regarding an
issue of concern to the organization is conducted in a non-partisan manner or is instead an impermissible
attempt for the 501(c)(3) organization to support or oppose a candidate. To avoid campaign intervention, a
501(c)(3) conducting public communications in an election year should:
• Focus on official actions only — Comment on official actions; do not mention an incumbent’s candidacy
or re-election. Click here for information on commenting on a candidate in the context of an election.
• Time communications to coincide with policy actions — A communication that is timed to coincide with,
and discusses a specific upcoming legislative vote or administrative hearing, is less likely to be viewed as
partisan political activity. Similarly, if the communication occurs directly after or in close proximity to a
vote or other official decision, with a view toward influencing future actions, it is more likely to be viewed
as nonpartisan advocacy. For example, it would likely be viewed as non-electoral for a group that has a
history of working on immigration reform to urge the public to contact the President, who is also running
for re-election, and ask him to show leadership.
• Include legislators not up for re-election — If ads are being run or communications distributed in multiple
places, it is safer for a public charity to focus the communications on a mix of legislators running for reelection as well as legislators not up for election to demonstrate the organization’s nonpartisan targeting.
• Be particularly cautious close to the election — Broadcast ads praising or criticizing candidates within 30
days of a primary or 60 days of a general election are considered “electioneering activity.” Other activities,
like presenting awards or thanking them on social media, are not officially subject to these limits, but should
be handled very carefully, particularly if such activity is rare for your organization.

Additional Resources
•
•
•

http://bolderadvocacy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/Commenting_on_Candidates_and_Campaigns.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/05/Hosting_Candidates_at_Charitable_Events.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/05/Election_Checklist_for_501c3_Public_Charities.pdf

